Yvonne Sogno Prizes in Finance

Description

These Prizes were established in 1986 by Mrs Yvonne Sogno to encourage the study of Finance.

Selection process

- Nomination will be made to the Scholarships Office.
- Two Prizes will be awarded annually on the recommendation of the Head of the Department of Accounting and Finance.

Regulations

1. The Prize will be known as the Yvonne Sogno Prizes in Finance.
2. The value of the Prizes will be $350 each.
3. One Prize will be awarded to the student achieving the highest mark in course FINANCE 361, and one to the student achieving the highest mark in course FINANCE 251.
4. Two Prizes will be awarded annually on the recommendation of the Head of the Department of Accounting and Finance.
5. In the event of a tie, the Head of the Department of Accounting and Finance shall determine if the Prizes may be shared.
6. The University of Auckland Council has the power to amend these regulations provided there is no departure from the main purpose of the Prizes.